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MAIL CARRIED BY WALTER MITTELHOLZER (APRIL 1924 – JUNE 1934)

KEN REEVES

This was the subject of an entry in the 2010 HPS's Moore Bowl for Postal History which received the
Runner-Up Prize. Members will recall that there was an extensive article by Dennis Cairns on the 'Life
and Times of Walter Mittelholzer' published in the June 2008 edition of the HPS Newsletter (pages 41 44). It provides a useful context for the competition entry. The entry consisted of 16 sheets which has
been edited down a little to fit into the Newsletter. A full copy of the award winning entry (illustrations –
actual size) is available for inspection in the Society's Library (Editor).

Fig.1

Fig.2

The collector of Swiss Airmail will soon come across the name W. Mittelholzer. It was he that expanded
the range of Swiss flights as far as South Africa. The covers carried over a ten year period by
Mittelholzer are extremely interesting and form a large part of the exhibit. Walter Mittelholzer, born 2nd
April 1894 in St. Gallen was a Swiss aviation pioneer. He was active as a pilot, photographer, travelwriter and also one of the first persons to fly a plane. Mittelholzer obtained his private pilot's licence in
1917 and in 1918 he completed his instruction as a military pilot. On 5th November 1919 he founded his
air-photo and passenger flight business, known as Comte, Mittelholzer and Co. In 1920 he merged his
firm with the financially stronger Ad Astra Aero, becoming the director and head pilot of such. He made
the first north to south flight across Africa taking 77 days, starting in Zurich on 7 th December 1926 flying
via Alexandria and landing in Cape Town South Africa on 21st February 1927. He was tragically killed in
an accident on a climbing expedition in the Hochschwab massif in Styria, Austria in June 1934.
1. Flugtag Grenchen April 1924 (Flight Day) – Several pilots took part in this flight day, namely Alfred
Comte, Henri Pillichody and Walter Mittelholzer. Official cards were issued bearing a special coloured
vignette costing 30c. worded 'Flugpost Grenchen' (Fig. 1). The money gained from such sales assisted
Swiss aviation. The card addressed to Kirchstrasse in Grenchen is franked with a 50c. Airmail of the
1925 issue. It is cancelled over the stamp and vignette with two special blue, double-circle cds –
'Flugpost Grenchen - Zürich 13. iv. 1924' as well as a black Zurich Flugpost 13. iv. 24.19 cds.
Fig. 2 shows Walter Mittelholzer alongside his aircraft – identified as being a type of hydro-plane fitted
with floats to enable the plane to land on the many lakes of Switzerland.
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2. Zürich to Milan Flight 1925

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 3 – 20c. Postal stationery card cancelled with a straight line “I. Flugpost Zürich - Mailand” (purple).
Registered at Zürich 3 Bahnhof No. 891. Franked with two airmail issues (1923) – 20c. green Plane over
mountains and 40c. Pilot with goggles. Addressed to Ferrovia – Milan. Posted at Zürich Flugpost 9. ix.
25. Arrival cancel double circle 9th September 25. Returned to Neuhaussen 7. xii. 25 and 11.00 am.
Fig. 4 - Cover addressed to Florenz, cancelled at Zürich Flugpost 9. ix. 25. - 8. Bears the straight line
cancel as above. Also typed in black “Premier Vol Postale Zürich – Milano”. Arrival CDS Milano Ferrovia
smaller circumference and heavier type than that on the card (Fig. 3) and the date 9. ix. 25. - 13 – 14.
Franked with a strip of six 5c. Tell boys, also the 20c. green airmail issue of 1923. Blue “By Airmail” label
in three languages. Mail on this flight was carried by Junkers G2S. Just 500 items were carried.
3. First Africa Flight November 1926 – Destination Palermo Sicily

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Figs. 5 and 6 – Early registered cover. All the covers were registered at Zürich 3 Bahnhof – black No. 33
label. Franked with a block of Tell 12c. a 40c. Sitting Helvetia with Sword and two airmail issues.
Cancelled at Zürich Flugpost 28. xi. 27. Various arrival Circular Date Stamps on the reverse including
received ROMA FIRENZE MILANO 19. i. 27. Returned to Lausanne 20. i. 27. - 21 and second Lausanne
cancellation 21. i. 27. - 7.
It was intended that items of mail should be carried to Naples, Athens and Alexandria. The flight was to
have commenced on 28 November 1926 and all the mail from both Zürich and Naples bears this date on
the initial cancellation – however, because of bad weather conditions the Dornier Mercury sea-plane did
not take off from the lake of Zürich until the morning of 7th December, arriving at Naples the next
morning after an overnight stay at Pisa. The cover seems to have been autographed by Mittelholzer
although it has not been possible to verify this.
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4. First Africa Flight 1926 – Destination Athens

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 7 - Flown registered (No. 829) picture postcard addressed to Liege, Belgium. Cancelled at Zürich
Flugpost on 28. xi. 26. at 8.00. am. Card franked on picture side with two values of the 1923 Airmail
issue – 15c. and high value 1fr. Purple Icarus. Both sides of the card have the arrival Athens CDS.
AOHNAI KENT PIKON 12. xii. 26.
Fig. 8 – Flown cover registered Zürich 3 Bahnhof No. 745, cancelled again, on the reverse, AOHNAI
KENT PIKON with the date 12.xii.26. Franked with two Tell and Tell boy tête a tête blocks. Cover bears
in black RETOUR L'ENVOYEUR on left side and, at lower right in Greek, translated 'return to sender'.
CDS date 26.xii.26. - 7. Gelterkinden on the reverse, which was the sender's home town.
The card (Fig. 7) and covers (Figs. 5 and 8) bear the boxed Schweizer Afrika Flug November 1926 with
a sketch of the Dornier Mercury, as do all the mail on this first Africa flight.
5. First Africa Flight 1926 – Destination Naples

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Fig. 9 – Private envelope addressed to Charles Mossaz in Naples, printed for the first Africa flight to
Cape Town in the French language – 'Vol Suisse-Afrique (Zürich – Le Cap) Novembre 1926' and 'Par
Avion Zürich – Naples'. Blue airmail label and boxed Flight cachet. It appears to be one of a batch and is
numbered 34 at the bottom right hand corner. Posted at Zürich to Naples 28. xi. 26. - 8. Franked with the
75c. orange Icarus from the 1923 airmail issue and a 5c. Tell boy with cross-bow. Arrival CDS Napoli
Posta Aerea 8.12.26. on front and, on reverse, Napoli – SEGRETERIA 9. xii. 26.
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Fig. 10 – Cover addressed to Zofingen (Canton Aarau), Schweiz. Boxed flight cachet. Typed heading –
'Mittelholzer's Afrikaflug Zürich – Capstadt'. Franked with two 20c. green and one 15c. red airmail issues,
a 10c. green Tell head and a block of four 5c. blue Tell boy with cross-bow. CDSs – Zürich Flugpost
28.xi.26 - 8 and Napoli arrival cancel. Returned to Zofingen.
6. First Africa Flight 1926 - Destination Alexandria

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Fig. 11 – Registered cover (No. 299). Typed at top – 'Par Avion Zürich – Alexandria – Le Cap'. Bears
Zürich cds 28.xi.26. addressed to Beyrouth (Beirut, Syria). Small Alexandria arrival R10 Foreign cds 13
December 26 – small P with Arabic script below on front and scarce arrival cds BEYROUTH on the
reverse, date 16.12.26. Franked with two 35c. Sitting Helvetia with sword and 50c. red-grey airmail
issue. Blue Airmail label and Flight boxed vignette.
Fig. 12 – Registered postal stationery card 20c value franked with additional airmail issue 75c. orange
Icarus and 40c. Pilot with goggles which blocks out the Interlaken view on left hand side of card. Script at
top – 'Afrikaflug – Mittelholzer'. Posted at Zürich 12 Neuminster departure cds 13.xi.26. - 12 noon and
registration label No. 260. Also Zürich Flugpost 28.xi.26. - 8. Blue Airmail label and black Flight boxed
vignette. Small Alexandria arrival R10 Foreign cds 13 December 26 – P with Arabic script below.
It would appear from research into the Alexandria receiving cancels that four different types were in use
on mail from Switzerland. The first three displaying R10, R2 or R3 on registered mail from Switzerland,
while the fourth ('Type 4') which has a large K in the lower segment was applied to all other issues.

Fig. 13 above shows the various Alexandria circular date stamps seen on the covers in the competition
entry. Note the position of the R10 Foreign above the date and the smaller 'P' on Type 1.
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7. First Africa Flight 1926 - Destination Alexandria, Large K Cancel

Fig. 14

Fig. 15

Fig. 14 – Unregistered cover, addressed to P.O. Box 1823 in Alexandria with typed heading - 'Zürich –
Neapel – Athen - Alexandria' bearing, on the right hand corner and on the reverse, an oblong, boxed,
black, private cachet worded 'First Airmail Flight' in all four languages used in Switzerland and also in
English. Franked with a 20c. and 50c. Airmail issue and a 10c Tell head. Zürich Flugpost cds and
Alexandria Large K arrival cancel. Blue Airmail label and black, boxed Flight cachet.
Fig. 15 – Private unregistered cover addressed to P.O. Box 1649, Le Caire (Cairo), Egypt received
Alexandria large K cancel type 4. Franked with three values of the 1923 airmail issue – 15c. 25c. and
40c. Indistinct Cairo receiving cds on reverse. Blue Airmail boxed label and black, boxed Flight cachet.
An interesting observance is that none of the large K cancel covers in the display are registered,
whereas the covers bearing Alexandria R10 Foreign are.
8. Second Africa Flight 16th December 1929
This flight was the first Big Game Expedition ever to be transported by air with the first ever flights over
Mount Kenya and Kilmanjaro. Charter was made by Baron Rothschild and a Fokker three engined plane
was used. The plane left Zürich on 15th December with mail for Catania, Benghanzi, Cairo, Khartoum
and Nairobi.

Fig. 16

Fig. 17

Fig. 16 – Cover carried on the second Africa flight addressed to Catania which is in Sicily (Italy). Red
hand-written heading - 'Mit Afrikaflug nach Catania'. Franked with three values of the 1923 Airmail issue
– 35c. 65c. and 1 Fr. Zürich Luftpost cds 15.xii.29. - 8. Catania Ferrovia arrival cds 16.12.29. 11. (ARR.
– PART.). Special boxed, oblong Second Flight cachet 'Ad Astra - Afrikaflug Dezember 1929' showing a
leaping lion, plane and Swiss cross emblem.
Fig. 17 – Picture postcard depicting the Fokker V11b, the aircraft used on the Second Africa flight piloted
by Walter Mittelholzer.
(This article will be continued in a future edition of the Newsletter.)
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FRED PICKARD

Further to the information provided by David Colman in his article 'Sitting Helvetia Forgeries' (HPS
Newsletter Aug. 2010 Page 62) Pierre Guinand, in a very comprehensive article in 'Fakes – Forgeries –
Experts' (No. 2 July 1999 Pages 25 – 40) entitled 'The Stamp is Genuine; the Obliteration is Not', stated :
“5. Another Antedated Mark Often Seen
Another mark, perhaps the one most often seen on this issue, is AMBULANT NO 5. All the examples
that we know have the date 10.XII, the time 10 o'clock and the year '81 or sometimes '82. It is used with
very black ink. Often the stamps are struck twice or more, which is typical of sheets or multiples, but at
other times the postmark only just touches an angle of the stamp. This makes it difficult to identify (which
does not make it a genuine obliteration!).”
The illustrations in the F.F.E. article show the mark on the following values – 15c, 20c, 40c and 1Fr.
REPORT OF THE SEPTEMBER MEETING OF THE NORTHERN GROUP

DAVID HOPE

The new season of the Northern Group got off to an excellent start with the visit of Derek and Ruth
Dawson. Derek showed his fine collection of Hotel Posts. Derek informed us that many of the hotels
had been built from the 1800s as tourism developed in Switzerland, including some in rather
inaccessible places. Because many of these mountain hotels were far from the nearest post office the
proprietors began to charge for taking the tourist mail to them. Between 1864 and 1883 the hotels were
allowed to issue stamps to show that the charge for carriage of the mail to the nearest post office had
been paid. After 1883 the Post Office said that in future all such issues must be put on the back of mail
and not indicate any charge.
Derek showed a wide selection of the various hotel stamps produced including singles, pairs and various
size blocks; and examples of forgeries of the Hotel Belalp stamps. Alongside the stamps were a variety
of postcards showing the various hotels and the hotels' own cachets and, later, their postmarks used on
them. All in all a fine display of material not often seen.
In the second half Ruth showed her Heimat collection based on her home area of the Prättigau. She
pointed out that it has been put together for the family with the aim of giving them a feel for the area. She
began by showing items from Klosters where she was born. She pointed out that in the summer months
she would be up in the mountains helping her grandmother with the animals. On a recent visit they had
found the hut still intact and very much the same as when she stayed there. Ruth took us on a tour of the
area through picture postcards and various postal markings both straightline and circular. Also available
to view were a large number of photos taken on their trips to the area. Derek pointed out that they
probably know more about the area than the Swiss themselves! Again a fine and interesting presentation
enjoyed by all present.
N.B. For those requiring further details - this display was presented to the HPS Southern Group in
October 2009 (HPSN January 2010 Page 5) and has been written up extensively in further articles in the
Newsletter this year (Pages 9 – 11, 35 – 37 and 76 - 77).
DÉJÀ VU ! - Profuse apologies from the Editor for including Norton Wragg's article on 'New Glarus
Wisconsin' in both the August and September editions of your Newsletter – very interesting 'though it
was ! Hopefully this will be the first and last time I will waste precious space in this 8-page publication.
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PETER VONWILLER

My recent acquisition of a Censored Registered cover sent from London to St. Gallen in November 1917
prompts the following queries which one of our members might hopefully be able to resolve. The total
franking amounts to four and a half good old fashioned pence. How much of this was Postage and how
much the Registration Fee ? Twelve months prior to the end of World War I, what route would this cover
have travelled following censorship in London ? Answers via the Editor would be much appreciated.
FUTURE REGIONAL MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY
Northern Group – Saturday 2nd October – “New Acquisitions/Members' Choice” – All Members. Meeting
to be held in Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.p.m. Further details from
David Hope : Tel. 0161 303 0091.
Southern Group – Saturday 23rd October commencing at 10.30.a.m. The main speaker will be Claude
Mistely with a display entitled “The Swiss Military 1291 – 1930”. Members are invited to bring along
military-related material covering the years from 1930 onwards. Werner Gattiker will be present with his
sales table. Further details from Fred Hoadley : Tel. 01403 711987.
SWISS CUISINE IN BRITAIN

BOB MEDLAND

In answer to your query in the July newsletter (Page 58) as to restaurants serving good Swiss food in
this country, the only one I can think of is the 'St Moritz' in London, in Wardour Street (off Oxford Street).
They specialise in truly Swiss cuisine including fondues Veau Zürichoise, Rosti and seasonal specialities
– and Swiss wines of course. If you look up their website make sure you have the volume turned down
when you open it as you will be greeted with a fine blast from an Alpine horn ! Editor's note – this is not
an advertisement, merely a member's tip. Surely there are other establishments members could name ?
THE AMERICAN HPS's NEW BOOK
On the Order Form the AHPS's new publication 'Philately of Switzerland : An Introductory Handbook',
edited by Richard T. Hall, is described as 'Tips and guidance for new collectors of Switzerland and a
reference book for the experienced collector, written and illustrated by 31 AHPS members. Hardbound
volume 8 11/16 x 11 ¼ inches, with 352 pages, 32 themed chapters, colour scans, glossary, multi-lingual
dictionary on CD-ROM, and dust jacket.' Further details are on the AHPS's website.
Copies of the book can now be obtained by writing to Bruce Marsden (AHPS), 20 Whitney Road, Short
Hills, NJ 07078, USA with your payment (a bank money order or draft payable to AHPS and
denominated in US dollars). If desired, payment can be made by PayPal (3% premium) to
treasurer@swiss-stamps.org. The price is $96 including handling and shipping to the UK. Members of
the American HPS are entitled to a $10 reduction on the price. Copies of the official order form are
available from the Editor.
THE HELVETIA TROPHY
Further to the last article on the 'Helvetia' Trophy winners (HPS Newsletter August 2010 Page 68),
Derrick Slate has written to say that he won a Silver Medal at BPE in 1985 and the 'Helvetia' Trophy and
a Silver Medal (for 'Swiss Hotel Post') at Super Stampex in 1986. Is anyone else prepared to admit, for
the record, that they have won significant awards for Swiss Philately in recent years. Our members seem
very keen to 'hide their light under a bushel' – not that modesty isn't a fine attribute!
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POSTAGE DUE ITEMS

DAVID WHITWORTH

Further to Bob Medland's article on 'International Postage Dues' in last month's HPS's Newsletter
(Pages 71 – 73).

Fig. 1
Fig. 2
Last November I found a couple of Postage Due covers at a stamp fair. They were both posted from
Woolwich addressed to the same person travelling in Switzerland. Both were underfranked at 2d. The
first cover, dated 20th July 1949, duly received a 15c Postage Due stamp in Luzern on 22nd July – Fig. 1.
The second cover, posted a week later on 27th July 1949, received an octagonal 'T 7c' in England and
was stamped on the reverse – Fig. 2. However, on arrival at Lugano on 29th July 1949 a 15c. Small
landscape definitive was used to collect the postage due – Fig. 3.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

I was aware that from 1st January 1954 Post Offices were authorised to use definitive stamps to collect
Postage Due. I have several examples from 1954 and 1955. I imagine that the Post Office in Lugano
had simply run out of Postage Due stamps and used a definitive stamp in its place. I suppose that there
are other examples of the early use of definitives for this purpose. I wonder if other members have
examples ? I also have examples of the late use of definitive stamps for the collection of Postage Due.
The latest that I have found is 10th January 1974, with a 60c. definitive issued in 1967, (on phosphorcoated paper), cancelled with a regular circular date stamp - Fig.4. Had they misplaced a 'T' canceller in
Bern ?
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